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As an online writer of the digital generation, my encounters with print have been few 
and far between. What’s more, the closest I’ve come to Nashville, Tennessee is the 
occasional JD + coke – my drink of choice in those suspect bars and clubs, where the 
wine comes out of cardboard boxes and tastes like sherry vinegar. So, crossing the 
atmospheric courtyard of the Chelsea School of Art towards CHELSEA space, I felt 
green and uncertain whether this exhibition was really for me at all. From a distance I 
could see blurred outlines of the colourful posters through the lit, glass-fronted 
gallery, underlined by moving silhouettes of smokers puffing outside. 

It turns out that HATCH SHOW PRINT is one of the oldest letterpress print shops in 
good-old Americana. Established in 1879, (that’s 134 years ago), it has designed and 
printed posters for a whole host of musicians, such as Jonny Cash, Elvis Presley, 
Aretha Franklin and Neil Young. Taken from the archives, original HATCH posters 
cover the walls at CHELSEA space in an explosion of colour and quirky graphic 
design, while the corridor displays an illustrated timeline of the printhouse’s 
impressive history. Displayed alongside too, are recent artworks by Master Printer 
Jim Sherraden, who uses original HATCH inks and wooden blocks to create striking 
patterns and layers of colour. 

Letterpress printing is a style of relief printing, where raised surfaces on cut blocks or 
plates are covered in ink and pressed onto paper. It’s been going since the 15th 
century when Johannes Gutenberg developed a mechanical printing press, thus 
ushering in the age of enlightenment, where knowledge could more readily be 
communicated and information shared. Letterpress printing remained the primary 
way to print until the 20th century, when offset printing supplanted its role in the 
printing of books and newspapers. It has seen a revival however, as an artisanal form 
in more recent years and you’ll now find die-hard letterpress print-enthusiasts all 
around the world. 

And it’s true that even to the untrained eye, such as mine, HATCH’s prints are pretty 
damn special: the layering of colour; the visible impressions left by the press; the 
character-giving imperfections where the ink hasn’t fully transferred or the printing 
block was chipped – these qualities give the posters a physicality, a beautiful and 
genuine hand-made touch, making them the perfect antidote to airbrushed images 
and digitalised perfection, that embodies so much modern-day advertising. The 
distinctive HATCH typeface is instantly recognisable like an old friend, while the crisp 
lines and arresting designs feel fresh and contemporary too. There’s a reason why so 
many artists, musicians, businesses and producers wanted, and still want, HATCH to 
advertise their wares – these prints are as diverse as they are, with bags of 
personality. 

It’d be a shame to let these prints go back across the pond without seeing them, so 
visit CHELSEA space before December 14 and brighten your heart with some genuine 
letterpress art. Like Neil Young on his soul-searching harmonica or the 
unmistakeable gravel of Louis Armstrong’s voice, HATCH carries a call all of its own. 
There’s nothing left to do except join in – HATCH, I stand amongst the converted: 
Long live letterpress! Long live HATCH! 


